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1. Introduction

Recent decades have seen an explosion of interest in the social, economic and environmental risks caused by the cross-border operations of transnational corporations ('TNCs'). These powerful corporate groups have often been involved in various forms of corporate wrongdoing in many parts of the world.¹ Severe abuses, reported by various non-governmental organisations ('NGOs'), range from murder to the violation of socio-economic rights.² As a response to inadequate legal remedies for the victims of corporate abuses in host states³ and an absence of international binding instruments on corporate accountability,⁴ few jurisdictions have shown a growing trend of civil liability cases against TNCs ('Tort Liability Claims').⁵ These cases are examples of private negligence claims brought by the victims of overseas corporate wrongs against parent companies before the courts of the home states.

This paper will address the potential of Tort Liability Claims to close a regulatory gap in international corporate accountability. It is divided into three parts. Part 1 will provide a general analysis of Tort Liability Claims through a description of the facts of the most significant UK cases and an identification of their common features. The second part will then examine recent developments in the establishment of the personal jurisdiction of the English courts over the corporations involved in the overseas abuses. Finally, the concluding part will critically assess the overall impact of the increasing trend of litigating against TNCs in their home states. This paper argues that rules of jurisdiction play a critical role in the framework of Tort Liability Claims, but their potential to close a regulatory gap in group liability for overseas torts is limited by the absence of international coordination and uniform legal approaches to the activities of TNCs.
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¹ In the context of this paper, TNCs are considered as a particular form of the corporate group. Terms such as ‘transnational corporation’, ‘transnational corporate group’, ‘multinational enterprise’, ‘multinational corporation’, ‘multinational corporate group’ are used synonymously.


⁴ The general framework of public international law governing human rights, social and environmental performance of TNCs is discussed in J. Zerk, Multinationals and Corporate Social Responsibility: Limitations and Opportunities in International Law (2006), pp. 76-103.

⁵ See, for instance: Dagi v BHP [1997] 1 VR 428 (Australia); Garcia v Tahoe Resources 2017 BCCA 39 (Canada); Ođodo Francis v ENI and Nigerian Agip Oil Company (NAOC) (Italy); Akpan v Shell, Court of Appeal, The Hague, 17 December 2015, ECLI:NL:GHDHA:2015:3587 (the Netherlands).
2. Tort Liability Claims: A new solution for regulating TNCs

Tort Liability Claims emerged at the end of the 20th century and, up to date, have been tested in both the common-law and the civil-law system. For various reasons, UK remains a principal forum for litigating personal injury cases against TNCs. The fast-developing legal doctrine of duty of care in the context of corporate groups, the presence of numerous NGOs focused on a business and human rights agenda, and wide media coverage of prominent cases have contributed to an expansion of negligence claims against TNCs. Despite the different facts and the circumstances of each case, they share several common features. The litigation consists of civil liability cases in which the cause of action is framed through the tort law concept of negligence rather than the corporate law doctrine of piercing the corporate veil or customary international law on human rights. Proceedings are typically initiated by private parties affected by the corporate defendants, typically the subsidiary’s employees or members of the local community. Furthermore, the claims are brought before the courts of the home state, which is not the state in which the claimants sustained their injuries.

The most significant aspect of these foreign direct liability cases, however, is their focus on the acts and omissions of the parent company, rather than the subsidiary. Indeed, some cases do not even name the subsidiary as a defendant. Tort Liability Claims attempt to establish direct liability of the parent company as a primary tortfeasor through the breach of the duty of care it is said to have owed to the claimant. The allegations are based on the common law tortious principles which provide that in certain circumstances the parent company may be found to have assumed a duty of care, owed to the subsidiary’s employees, to ensure their safety. For instance, in Connelly v RTZ, the claimants alleged that the duty of care existed because the parent company had devised and/or advised the subsidiary on the contents of its policy on health, safety and the environment. In Guerrero v Monterrico Metals, claimants, who were subjected to torture, inhuman and degrading treatment and false imprisonment by a Peruvian service company, brought proceedings against the English-domiciled parent company alleging that it had negligently failed to ensure that there was adequate risk management at the subsidiary’s facilities. The factual circumstances of the Tort Liability Claims vary significantly, but commonly claimants allege that the parent companies should be directly responsible for the overseas torts by breaching the duty of care.

The existence of duty of care under English law is determined in accordance with the three-stage test established in Caparo Industries plc v Dickman: (a) foreseeability of harm; (b) a sufficient degree of proximity in the relationship between the parties; and (c) it must be fair, just and reasonable to impose liability. The establishment of the first two elements is often argued by the claimants in Tort Liability Claims through the interpretation of the control relationship between members of the corporate group. In Guerrero v Monterrico, the claimants contended that the parent company was able to prevent personal injuries allegedly inflicted on the claimants by police officers due to the ‘effective control’ it exercised over the management of the subsidiary. The House of Lords in Lubbe v Cape noted that resolution of the issue of parent company liability ‘will be likely to involve an inquiry into what part the defendant played in controlling the operations of the group’.
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To date, there has been no comprehensive judicial consideration of the substantive rules of the parent company liability at the merits stage, because the vast majority of Tort Liability Claims has either failed on procedural grounds or been settled after the jurisdiction of the home state court was upheld. Nevertheless, the courts have in principle recognised that an English-domiciled parent company may, on appropriate facts and under certain circumstances, be recognised to assume a duty of care owed to the employees of the subsidiary or local communities. Thus, in Connelly v RTZ, the court observed that, although the claimant’s arguments were unusual, if they were supported by facts they would likely to give rise to a duty of care. The general weakness of the case against Monterrico Metals was acknowledged by the court, but did not preclude it from finding that the claimants had demonstrated a good arguable case for supporting a freezing injunction. The most recent authority in the application of the duty of care doctrine within a corporate group is the Court of Appeal’s decision in Chandler v Cape, which identified that a parent company, may, even in the absence of complete control over the operations of its subsidiary, be responsible for the injuries of the subsidiary’s employees. Despite the fact that the case did not have any foreign element, some commentators have rightly concluded that the ruling will have an influence in the context of TNCs. Indeed, in the three most recent and much-debated Tort Liability Claims, the courts have heavily relied on Chandler principles to determine the scope of duty of care of the English-domiciled parent company in relation to the personal injuries arising overseas.

For claimants, pursuing a case against a TNC on the basis of tort is advantageous for various reasons. It is submitted that duty of care is invoked in order to: (1) attribute liability for the overseas abuse to the parent company; (2) establish the necessary connection between the alleged tort and the territory of the home state; and (3) weaken the extraterritoriality concerns raised by the judgment of the home court with respect to the events occurred on the territory of the host state. These implications of the doctrine of duty of care are worth further clarification.

The main purpose of the duty of care doctrine is the establishment of the liability of the parent company for the injuries of the claimant. The doctrine of separate legal personality and the limited liability principle are reluctant to make a parent company automatically liable for the acts of its subsidiary. By contrast, the duty of care doctrine establishes the circumstances when the control exercised by a parent company may give rise to liability. The benefit of asserting direct liability of the parent company is that it enables claimants to avoid having to pierce the corporate veil. The claimants do not have to provide any evidence that the subsidiary was a mere facade or was established to evade existing legal obligations of the parent company. The threshold for piercing the corporate veil is high. Instead, claimants focus on the conduct of the parent company itself and target it as the controller of the operations of the whole group. The duty of care doctrine does not challenge traditional theories of corporate law by suggesting that all legal entities in the corporate group should be treated as a single unit. It accepts and appreciates that the parent company and the subsidiary enjoy separate personality and have distinct rights and obligations. Furthermore, by establishing the case against the parent company, the claimants automatically target a pool of assets that would not otherwise be available were litigation to be commenced against the subsidiary in the host state.
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The compensational nature of Tort Liability Claims is what makes them most valuable for the claimants. Therefore, framing the argument against the parent company increases the claimants’ chances of receiving an effective remedy.

Secondly, the duty of care doctrine provides the required connecting factor of the claim with the territory of the home state. The rules of private international law in the UK have strong territorial focus. This means that jurisdiction of the court to hear the case is justified by the connection of the particular dispute with the territory of the forum state. Tort Liability Claims seek to establish such connection not only through the English domicile of the parent company as a defendant but also identification of the tortious conduct in England. The claimants argue that the home state is the place where the tort has occurred when duty of care was breached by the parent company.

Furthermore, framing the case through the duty of care doctrine provides a means by which the extraterritoriality concerns may be addressed. Since operations of corporate groups are spread across various jurisdictions, two or more states may be interested in regulating the activities of legal units within the corporate group. At the same time, the territorial nature of state jurisdiction implies that none of these states will be able to exercise public control over the TNC as one unit without triggering various jurisdictional conflicts. It is highly possible that a decision of the home state court on the liability of the parent company for the overseas operations in the host state may be viewed as an intervention in the affairs of another sovereign. In response, it may be argued that Tort Liability Claims focus on the acts and omissions of the parent company (as opposed to the acts and omissions of the subsidiary). They challenge decisions taken in the territory of the home states. Thus, it is debatable whether Tort Liability Claims constitute a true example of the extraterritorial adjudicatory jurisdiction. Instead, they may be characterised as ‘domestic measures with extraterritorial implications’. As noted by the Special Representative of the Secretary General for Business and Human Rights, ‘a critical distinction between two very different phenomena is usually obscured’.

The claimants’ choice to rely on the duty of care is unlikely to be dictated by conflict rules to choose English law as the law applicable to some issues in the case, such as the appropriate standard of care and whether or not that standard has been breached. In earlier Tort Liability Claims, the English courts accepted that claimants’ arguments that English law should apply could have been successful. Following the enactment of the Rome II Regulation, however, the English court in at least one Tort Liability Claim found that the law of the host state where damage occurred was applicable. This piece of legislation is a harmonised set of EU rules, governing the conflict of laws regime on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations. In two other more recent cases, the parties and the courts agreed that laws of the home and host states (England and Nigeria/Kenya) in relation to the parent company’s liability were similar, thus excluding any possibility of disagreements over applicable law at the jurisdictional stage of the proceedings.

The rapid emergence of Tort Liability Claims in the past decade demonstrates that they form part of an international effort aimed at establishing public control over the private operations of TNCs. Their success in addressing the challenges of cross-border operations of corporate groups, however, depends on the...
rules governing domestic courts’ power to adjudicate disputes. The territorial focus of the adjudicative jurisdiction is often contrary to the transnational nature of the TNCs’ activities. Powerful corporate groups have the flexibility to spread operations over multiple jurisdictions and create a legal separation between the subsidiary’s activities and the home state of the parent company. Considerable controversy surrounding the exercise of the extraterritorial regulation over TNCs’ operations often leads to the ‘jurisdictional veil’ of the parent company and a significant degree of autonomy from any national jurisdiction. The next part will demonstrate how English courts currently resolve issues of jurisdiction in Tort Liability Claims.

3. Tort Liability Claims: The challenge of jurisdiction

While Tort Liability Claims constitute a promising means of access to a judicial remedy for victims of corporate human rights abuses, the claimants face serious hurdles in the courts of the home states. The question of jurisdiction resolved by the rules of private international law is the first obstacle for the parties and the court to face. The English courts do not per se exercise subject matter jurisdiction over corporate wrongs occurred in the foreign state. The claimants in Tort Liability Claims are required to establish personal jurisdiction over corporate defendants. There is a series of potentially applicable regimes governing the jurisdiction of the English courts depending on the defendant’s domicile. Jurisdiction over English-domiciled parent companies is currently determined under the rules of the Brussels I Regulation (recast) (‘Brussels I’), which is the key instrument for the rules of jurisdiction in cross-border disputes in the EU. Where Brussels I does not apply (i.e. when the overseas subsidiary of TNC is domiciled in a non-Member State), the English courts will rely on common law rules to determine whether to exercise jurisdiction over the foreign defendant.

The general rule on jurisdiction under Brussels I is found in Article 4, which provides that persons domiciled in a Member State shall, whatever their nationality, be sued in the courts of that Member State. On the one hand, jurisdiction on the basis of domicile promotes the overriding objective of Brussels I: legal certainty. Moreover, domicile reflects procedural fairness of the rules of jurisdiction by justifying a ‘home court advantage’ for the defendant. The definition of ‘domicile’ for the purposes of Brussels I is contained in Article 63 and provides that a company is domiciled at the place where it has its: (a) statutory seat; (b) central administration; or (c) principal place of business. Article 64 extends this definition for Ireland, Cyprus and the UK, by specifying that ‘statutory seat’ means the registered office or, where no such office exists, the place of incorporation or, where there is no place of incorporation, the law of the place in which the formation took place. To date, finding personal jurisdiction over English-domiciled parent companies under Article 4 of Brussels I has not presented a significant barrier for the claimants.

Article 4 of Brussels I has a mandatory effect in proceedings against English-domiciled parent companies. It permits English courts to assert jurisdiction over a local defendant, no matter where the cause of action arose. There are only rare and limited circumstances in which a parent company’s application challenging the exercise of the extraterritorial regulation over TNCs’ activities will rely on common law rules to determine whether to exercise jurisdiction over the foreign defendant. The claimants are no longer forced to confront the forum
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The Brussels I regime only applies to claims brought against EU-domiciled defendants. Jurisdiction over non-EU domiciled defendants, by contrast, is determined in accordance with the private international law rules of Member States. An English court may exercise jurisdiction over a foreign defendant as long as effective service of the claim form can be made. Under rules 6.36 and 6.37 of the Civil Procedure Rules the court may grant permission to serve in proceedings outside of England and Wales if: (i) any of the gateways set out in paragraph 3.1 of Practice Direction 6B apply; (ii) the claim has a reasonable prospect of success; and (iii) the English court is the proper place to bring the claim. The list of available grounds of jurisdiction under Practice Direction 6B is broad. The most plausible procedural principle, typically invoked in Tort Liability Claims, which enables the joinder of the foreign subsidiary in the English proceedings is to establish that the subsidiary is a necessary or proper party to a claim against the English-domiciled parent.

The ‘necessary or proper party’ gateway for the claims against the foreign defendant only applies in circumstances where a claim is made against another (anchor) defendant and a claim form has been or will be served on that defendant. Establishment of jurisdiction under this basis of jurisdiction could be exceptionally wide as it does not require the existence of any territorial connection between England and the joined defendant. The English courts, therefore, have approached claims brought under the ‘necessary or proper party’ gateway carefully to ensure that a specious claim against an anchor defendant is not used as a device to bring a foreign defendant within the jurisdiction. The first element of the ‘necessary or proper party’ gateway is the establishment of whether there is an anchor defendant at all. The court has to consider the merits and reasonableness of the claims against the English-domiciled parent company to determine if there is a real issue which it is reasonable for the court to try. So long as the claimants can prove that there is a real issue to be tried against an English-based parent company, the English court will find that it has jurisdiction to try the claims submitted. This then triggers consideration of the second element of the gateway (i.e. whether the foreign subsidiary is a necessary or proper party to an arguable claim against an English-domiciled anchor defendant). Where, however, the court concludes that the claimants failed to present an arguable claim against the English-domiciled parent company, there would be no anchor defendant and the claims against the foreign subsidiary will not proceed in England either. Application of these jurisdictional principles in recent case law will be considered further in the next sub-sections.

3.1 Lungowe v Vedanta and significance of an arguable claim against the English-domiciled parent company for jurisdictional purposes

One of the most recent successful attempts of foreign citizens to establish English jurisdiction over legal entities of TNC is litigation against English-based mining corporation Vedanta Resources Plc (‘Vedanta’) and its Zambian subsidiary Konkola Copper Mines (‘KCM’). 1,826 Zambian citizens alleged personal injury, damage to property, loss of income, and loss of amenity and enjoyment of land arising out of the operation

42 Connelly v RTZ, supra note 9, Lubbe v Cape plc, supra note 15.
44 Lungowe v Vedanta, supra note 20; Garcia v BiH (UK) Ltd [2017] EWHC 739 (Admlty); AAA v Unilever Plc [2017], supra note 20.
45 AK Investment CJSC v Kyrgyz Mobil Tel Ltd [2011] UKPC 7.
47 Witted v Galbraith [1893] 1 QB 577, 579; Multinational Gas & Petrochemical Co v Multinational Gas & Petrochemical Services Ltd [1983] Ch. 258, 274; Golden Ocean Assurance Ltd v Martin (The Goldean Mariner) [1990] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 215, 222; AK Investment CJSC v Kyrgyz Mobil Tel Ltd, supra note 45, [76]-[87].
48 Lungowe v Vedanta, supra note 20.
49 His Royal Highness Okpabi v Royal Dutch Shell, supra note 20; AAA v Unilever Plc, supra note 20.
by KCM of the Nchanga Copper Mine in Zambia. The claimants focused on the breach of the duty of care owed by Vedanta to ensure that KCM’s mining operations did not cause harm to the environment or local communities. The central argument of the claim related to the evidence that the English-domiciled parent company exercised a high level of operational control directly over KCM’s operations in Zambia, including implementation of health, safety and environmental policies. In response, Vedanta claimed that the court should apply the *forum non conveniens* argument under English traditional principles and stay proceedings in favour of the Zambian courts. Furthermore, the parent company submitted that proceedings should be stayed due to abuse of Brussels I since the weak claim against Vedanta was a device brought to ensure that the real claim against KCM was also litigated in England.

Coulson J, sitting as a judge of the High Court, took the claimants’ side and clearly confirmed the mandatory application of Article 4 of Brussels I. First of all, the judge relied on *Owusu*, holding that the different facts of the present case and any criticism of the CJEU’s reasoning did not make the *Owusu* judgment less binding. Moreover, the judge concluded that the sole purpose of the claim against Vedanta was not to act as a hook for the claim against KCM since there was a real issue to be tried between Vedanta and the claimants. In particular, it was noted that (i) the claimants were entitled to bring claims against Vedanta on the breach of duty of care within the previous case law on the liability of English-based parent companies; (ii) concerns existed about jurisdiction of Zambian courts over Vedanta; (iii) KCM was experiencing significant financial difficulties and claimants’ resort to a wealthier parent was understandable. Overall, the claimants did not meet the high hurdle of demonstrating that the sole object of the proceedings was to oust the jurisdiction of another court, or alternatively that the basis of the joinder was fraudulent.

Overall, Coulson J concluded that the claim against parent company Vedanta that it was liable for the environmental pollution in Zambia was arguable under both English and Zambian law. The judge identified the following principles based on the preceding authorities on the parent company’s duty of care resolved by the English courts: (i) the claimants must satisfy the tripartite test for the existence of a duty of care; (ii) depending on the facts, it is arguable that a claim of negligence against a parent company arising out of the operations of its subsidiary might give rise to liability; and (iii) such a claim is more likely to succeed if advanced by former employees, however, depending on the facts, claims made by residents rather than former employees are still arguable. Following the application of these principles to the facts of the case and in light of the presented evidence, the judge identified that the claimants had presented a ‘thoughtful and detailed attempt’ to establish that Vedanta had a duty of care regarding the claimants. In particular, Coulson J took into account that: (i) Vedanta’s board of directors had oversight over all of Vedanta’s subsidiaries; (ii) under the management agreement between Vedanta and KCM, the defendant foreign subsidiary, a number of services including project development and management, were provided by Vedanta; (iii) the Irish court had published a decision which considered the important role of the parent company’s employees in the Vedanta corporate group; and (iv) a former KCM employee had provided a witness statement which provided direct evidence of Vedanta’s control over KCM.

Once the judge was satisfied that there was a real issue to be tried between Vedanta and the claimants and that there was indeed an anchor defendant in the jurisdiction, he addressed the question of whether KCM was a necessary or proper party to the claim against Vedanta. First, Coulson J stated that the claim against KCM had a real prospect of success, inter alia because it was primarily responsible for the operation
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of the mine and did not challenge the underlying basis of the claim.\(^{63}\) Second, the judge found that claims against both co-defendants were based on common facts and legal principles and on the same causation and loss arguments, and that it would require one investigation.\(^{64}\) It was sufficient to conclude that the joinder of KCM in English proceedings was reasonable in order to avoid parallel proceedings on similar facts and events in different parts of the world. Finally, the judge held that the existence of an arguable claim against Vedanta made England the most appropriate place for trying the claims against KCM.\(^{65}\) The court’s reasoning was grounded on the same factors that had earlier justified a conclusion to join KCM as a necessary or proper party in the English proceedings against Vedanta, namely to avoid parallel proceedings in two jurisdictions.\(^{66}\) Such approach is in line with the existing authorities that adjust the concept of natural forum in the complex proceedings with multiple parties flexibly to resolve the dispute in its entirety in one jurisdiction.\(^{67}\)

In 2017, the Court of Appeal entirely upheld a High Court ruling.\(^{68}\) Unsurprisingly, its decision focused on the determination of the scope of duty of care and circumstances sufficient to resolve a ‘real issue to be tried’ test for exercising jurisdiction over Vedanta as an anchor defendant under English common law. Lord Justice Simon, who delivered a leading judgment, generally agreed with Coulson J’s conclusions but slightly extended the principles applicable to the imposition of a duty of care on the parent company in relation to the subsidiary’s operations.\(^{69}\) In particular, it was noted that the circumstances giving rise to the duty of care may be present where the parent company (a) has taken direct responsibility for devising a material health and safety policy the adequacy of which is the subject of the claim; or (b) controls the operations which give rise to the claim.\(^{70}\) It was also specifically distinguished that the evidence sufficient to establish the duty of care may not be available at the early stages of the case.\(^{71}\) Overall, the Court of Appeal concluded that the claim against Vedanta could not be dismissed as unarguable, even if the claimants may face difficulties in proving it at the merits stage of the proceedings.\(^{72}\)

Decisions of the English courts in *Vedanta* are some of the most significant achievements of the foreign victims and their lawyers struggling with the jurisdictional hurdle in Tort Liability Claims. The overall analysis of the judgments suggests that (i) the claims against an English-domiciled parent company in relation to the overseas operations of its foreign subsidiary can be heard in the English courts; and (ii) the existence of an arguable claim against an English-domiciled parent company also establishes jurisdiction of the English courts over the foreign subsidiary even if the factual basis of the case occurred almost exclusively in the foreign state. Some further important observations can be made.

First, if the parent company merely held shares in the capital of a foreign subsidiary this would not lead to the establishment of a duty of care and additional circumstances are required to conclude whether the parent company could be held responsible. Second, the parent’s direct and substantial oversight of the subsidiary’s operations in question, including specific environmental and technical deficiencies of the infrastructure in the host state, is likely to give rise to the duty of care. Thus, the Court of Appeal was persuaded by the evidence on Vedanta’s direct training, administrative, financial, strategic and environmental support in the implementation of KCM’s mining infrastructure and by statements regarding the commitment to address environmental problems resulting from KCM’s operations.\(^{73}\) Third, engagement in a mini-trial on the substantive liability issues is not appropriate at the early jurisdictional stage of proceedings, before full disclosure of the relevant documents.\(^{74}\) Such approach is in line with the existing authorities stating
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that a ‘real issue to be tried’ test is not a high one. The claimant is not required to establish the facts on the merits, but rather to show that the cause of action is plausible (or, in other words, that the claim is not bound to fail). Fourth, in the context of applying the ‘necessary or proper party’ gateway, the practical objectives of avoiding two trials on similar facts and events in different parts of the world outweigh the need for the existence of a territorial connection between England and the claim against a foreign subsidiary of the English-domiciled parent company. Finally, assertion of jurisdiction over foreign subsidiary in Tort Liability Claims is also heavily impacted by the absence of forum non conveniens control under English common law over claims against English-domiciled parent companies.

TNCs have unprecedented abilities to search for the most efficient law for establishing corporate headquarters and running their operations. The current legal framework confers distinct regulatory and economic advantages to TNCs allowing parent companies to establish business presence in multiple jurisdictions without bearing the burden of having to defend there. The resolution of the jurisdictional inquiry in Vedanta has clearly confirmed that domicile as a cornerstone of the Brussels I regime makes it possible for the English court to assert jurisdiction over English-domiciled parent companies in Tort Liability Claims, no matter where the cause of action arose and without the possibility of subjecting the claim to forum non conveniens control under English traditional rules. Such approach is justifiable. It has an advantage of predictability for both claimants and defendants. It also ensures that a jurisdictional inquiry is dealt with efficiently in terms of duration and costs. Moreover, the English-domiciled parent company is sued in England for the acts and omissions allegedly occurred within the forum and, therefore, a genuine link exists between England and the dispute.

There is little room for the argument that the parent company could not have foreseen the litigation regarding overseas corporate abuses in its home state. The facts that parent companies are incorporated in England, run their global operations from there, and manage and direct subsidiaries’ activities from England indicate that English courts are a suitable forum to decide a dispute involving parent company as a defendant. Where English-domiciled companies choose to undertake activities abroad, the political and economic link between itself and the home state does not cease to exist. They remain subject to the regulatory requirements imposed by their home states. The choice of England, as well as other home states, as the jurisdiction for establishing the head office of the corporate group is generally explained by multiple advantages gained by the parent company by virtue of this decision. TNCs enjoy the benefits of a stable political climate, access to capital markets, economic expansion, advanced corporate law, etc. It is not, therefore, unreasonable or unfair to expect that the English-domiciled parent company of TNC would also be subject to the jurisdiction of the English courts.

Following the analysis of the Vedanta case, it may appear that the current rules of jurisdiction are no longer a major issue for the victims of corporate wrongs seeking for a judicial remedy in the English courts. At the same time, recent case law has demonstrated that the claimants may still struggle with asserting personal jurisdiction of the English courts over local and foreign legal entities of the TNC. This may happen when (i) the claimants fail to establish an arguable claim regarding the breach of the duty of care by the English-domiciled parent company; or (ii) the claims against the foreign subsidiary are brought before the English courts in the absence of a legal claim against the English-domiciled parent company. These legal problems will be addressed in the next two sub-sections.

---
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3.2 Okpabi v Shell and the challenge of a ‘real issue to be tried’ test

Unlike in Vedanta, the foreign claimants in Okpabi v Shell failed to establish jurisdiction of the English courts over claims against Royal Dutch Shell, an English-domiciled parent company (‘RDS’), and its Nigerian operating subsidiary Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Ltd (‘SPDC’). Two sets of proceedings were commenced against RDS and SPDC by Nigerian citizens. The first claim was brought on behalf of the Ogale community, while the second was initiated by the inhabitants of the Bille Kingdom in Nigeria. Both claims alleged serious and ongoing pollution and environmental damage caused by oil spills arising out of Shell’s operations in and around the claimants’ communities. The claimants argued that RDS had breached its duty to ensure that SPDC’s operations in the Niger Delta did not cause harm to the environment and their communities. The claims against SPDC were brought on the basis that it was a necessary or proper party to the proceedings against RDS. The defendants argued that both claims had nothing to do with England and should proceed in Nigeria.

On 26 January 2017, Fraser J, sitting as a judge of the High Court, ruled that claims against RDS and SPDC could not proceed in the English courts. In accordance with the English common-law rule, discussed above, it was necessary for the judge to establish that there was a real issue to be tried between RDS and the foreign claimants. This jurisdictional test was resolved by answering the question of whether there was an arguable claim on the existence of a duty of care on RDS in relation to the environmental damage caused by SPDC. Fraser J followed the list of principles developed by Coulson J in Vedanta to determine the scope of the parent company’s duty of care. In the judge’s view, the claimants had difficulty with the second and third factors of the Caparo test, namely proximity and that it would be fair, just and reasonable to impose a duty of care on RDS. Fraser J reached such conclusion by virtue of analysing the Shell Group corporate structure. In particular, to demonstrate the lack of proximity he relied on the facts that (i) RDS was not a direct parent of SPDC; (ii) only two officers of RDS were members of the Executive Committee of the Shell Group; (iii) RDS was merely a holding company and did not itself conduct any oil exploration in Nigeria; (iv) the duty of care imposed on RDS might be too broad taking into account the number of Shell’s subsidiaries in more than 100 jurisdictions. In sum, Fraser J held a very conservative position to the concept of separate legal personality between RDS and SPDC.

Fraser’s overall conclusion that the claimants had not established an arguable duty of care assumed by RDS to SPDC’s employees and that, hence, there was no real issue to be tried by RDS and the claimants, was upheld, albeit with a different argumentation, by the Court of Appeal in a split decision. Lord Justice Simon, writing the leading judgment, again focused on the factor of proximity from the Caparo test and evidence of RDS’s operational control over subsidiaries’ activities. While Simon LJ recognised that RDS had established a centralised system of mandatory design and engineering across all Shell subsidiaries, it was insufficient to find that RDS exercised material control over SPDC’s material operations. He specifically distinguished between parent companies that control the material operations of the subsidiaries and parent companies that issue mandatory policies and standards for application throughout the group companies in order to ensure conformity with particular standards. Sir Geoffrey Vos, the Chancellor of the High Court, supported Simon LJ’s reasoning by arguing that the claimants had failed to present evidence on RDS’ high level of involvement in the direction and oversight of SPDC’s day-to-day operations. He concluded that RDS did not exercise control going beyond the level generally carried out by parent companies over their subsidiaries, such as parental approval of subsidiary’s financial decisions and issue of high-level mandatory policies, standards and manuals. The overall reasoning of the judgment suggests that the majority of the
Court of Appeal’s judges required evidence of significant involvement of RDS in the day-to-day operations of SPDC and of operations control, including imposition (as opposed to promulgation) and enforcement of mandatory design and engineering practices.92 By contrast, Lord Justice Sales disagreed with his colleagues and concluded that the claimants had shown at the jurisdictional stage that they had a good arguable case that RDS owed and had breached a duty of care resulting in harm to the claimants.93 In his view, the presented evidence indicated that RDS had the control over and the management of the operation and security of the pipeline and, hence, the risk of spills from the pipeline, to a material degree.94 In particular, Sales LJ was persuaded by the evidence in relation to the Shell group’s organisation of affairs through RDS’s central control over Nigerian operations; powers of the RDS Executive Committee to control the subsidiary’s operations and Shell’s public statements on the protection of the environment and health.95 He agreed with his colleagues that setting global group standards for guiding subsidiaries’ operations in itself was not sufficient for RDS to have a duty of care.96 Nevertheless, Sales LJ concluded that the existence of such standards ‘was capable of providing a mechanism for the projection of real practical executive control by RDS’s [top management], if they wished to’.97 Moreover, he took into account the fact that part of the remuneration of members of RDS’s Executive Committee was linked to their success in controlling environmental damage, thus making them personally interested in ensuring that they could exercise effective control in managing that risk.98 Overall, Sales LJ concluded that the claimants had shown ‘on the evidence available that they have a case which is more than merely speculative’ on the alleged duty of care owed to them by RDS.99

The important Court of Appeal decision in Okpabi v Shell raises several points for discussion. First of all, it is submitted that the court took a highly restrictive approach for the imposition of the duty of care on English-domiciled parent companies in relation to the overseas activities of their subsidiaries. The majority’s interpretation of the ‘proximity’ factor of the three-part Caparo test departs from the Chandler approach, where the Court of Appeal specifically noted that the proof of parent company’s specific actions on devising or implementing subsidiaries’ operational policies is not required and responsibility may be imposed for omissions to take precautionary steps or give advice.100 In Chandler, Cape’s state of knowledge about the factory operated by the subsidiary and its superior knowledge about the nature and management of asbestos risk was one of the key factors for holding that Cape had a duty of care owed to the subsidiary’s employees and could have given the subsidiary adequate instructions to ensure the employees’ safety.101 However, in Okpabi, the Court of Appeal failed to address the requirement of ‘proximity’ in a similar manner and consider whether there was an omission on behalf of RDS to advise SPDC on specific steps to protect the claimants from the environmental damage caused by the oil leaks.

The second serious shortcoming of the Court of Appeal’s majority decision in Okpabi is an unreasonably high burden on the claimants to establish an arguable case on the duty of care at the jurisdictional stage of proceedings. Just as Fraser J, Simon LJ and Chancellor Vos engaged in a thorough analysis of the liability argument at the interlocutory stage before full disclosure of the evidence and full legal submissions on these points. The scrupulousness of identifying whether sufficiency and completeness of evidence on each of the factors of Chandler was presented by the claimants at such an early stage of the proceedings is somewhat surprising and raises at least two concerns. Firstly, both Fraser and the majority of the Court of Appeal went beyond the generally accepted statement that demonstration of the ‘real issue to be tried’ requirement is not a high test.102 Instead, the claimants were required to establish a ‘winnable’ case on the
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existence and breach of duty of care by RDS in respect of SPDC’s operations. Arguably, such approach blurs the boundary between jurisdictional inquiry and resolution of the case on the merits. In Vedanta, as seen above, the High Court and the Court of Appeal specifically acknowledged that resolution of the issue of jurisdiction should not be transformed into a mini-trial of the substantive legal points. In this respect, Salles LJ offered a far more sensible approach to the resolution of the jurisdictional question in Okpabi suggesting that the claimants should only be required to demonstrate that they have a ‘more than merely speculative’ case on the alleged duty of care owed to them by RDS.

Second, imposing at such an early stage of the proceedings a high evidential burden on the claimants, who rarely have access to the internal corporate documentation of TNCs, calls into question the future of Tort Liability Claims in the English courts. The ability of victims of corporate abuses to access evidence in support of their claims against parent companies has already been identified as one of the principal practical hurdles in commencing Tort Liability Claims. In the majority of cases, the affected individuals do not possess all of the relevant information on the peculiarities of the control relationship in the corporate structure and actual involvement of the parent companies in the subsidiary’s day-to-day activities. In Vedanta, the Court of Appeal considered the fact that the evidence sufficient to establish a duty of care may not be available at the early stages of the case as one of the few propositions material to the resolution of the ‘real issue to be tried’ inquiry. Some commentators have already argued in favour of legal reform to reverse the burden of proof in Tort Liability Claims. In the absence of legislative developments in this field and in light of the Court of Appeal’s decision in Okpabi, however, foreign claimants may experience difficulties in providing evidence to support their claims against the English-domiciled parent companies.

3.3 Silicosis litigation against Anglo American Group and the concept of ‘central administration’ in the context of Tort Liability Claims

Both Vedanta and Okpabi v Shell were commenced against English-domiciled parent company and a foreign subsidiary as co-defendant. As seen in the previous sub-sections, the existence of a claim against English-domiciled parent company allowed foreign claimants to trigger the application of the ‘necessary or proper party’ gateway under English common law in relation to the claims against a foreign subsidiary. The Anglo American Group litigation is the only example of claims brought before the English court directly against the foreign subsidiary (i.e. without alleging the parent company’s liability). The South African claimants contended that they had suffered from silicosis and silico-tuberculosis in the course of their employment by AASA, the South African company. The claimants argued that the central administration and/or the principal business of AASA was in London, since this was the location of Anglo American plc, its English-based parent company, and that it followed that AASA was domiciled in England under the meaning of Brussels I. Anglo American plc only became the parent company of AASA in 1999 (after the disputed events took place) and, thus, did not face any liability claims. It is for this reason that the claimants could not follow the scenario commonly used in other Tort Liability Claims, and had to employ a creative argument on the location of the ‘central administration’ to expose the foreign subsidiary to the jurisdiction of the English courts directly under Brussels I.
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At a procedural hearing before Silber J, the claimants submitted that the ‘central administration’ of the company was the place where ‘the important decisions are made; the entrepreneurial management takes place’. The defendants agreed, but contended that the decisions of the company itself, and not the ultimate parent company, were essential. Silber J decided that the claimants had established a good arguable case that the management decisions of AASA were taken in England. In expressing this view, the judge placed considerable weight on the influential management functions exercised by the ultimate parent company over the Anglo American Group and refused to accept that the ‘central administration’ was simply the place where the subsidiary’s board and shareholder meetings were held.

When the time came for the jurisdictional question to be decided, however, the English court concluded that it had no jurisdiction, a decision that was later upheld on appeal. In 2013, Smith J held that irregular meetings of AASA’s board of directors held in South Africa were sufficient for taking decisions in the nature of the business of the company and, subsequently, that AASA did not carry on any functions in England.

In his analysis of the role of the parent company in the management of its subsidiary, Smith J did not accept the preliminary views of Silber J and stressed that a distinction should be drawn between ‘AA plc influencing decisions and determining decisions’ (emphasis added). The claimants argued that the definition of ‘central administration’ in Brussels I was unclear and required interpretation by the CJEU. Smith J, however, determined that there was no uncertainty and no further action was required. His Honour’s decision was unanimously supported by the Court of Appeal who defined ‘central administration’ as the place ‘where the company concerned, through its relevant organs according to its own constitutional provisions, takes the decisions that are essential for that company’s operations’.

The significant decision in Young v AASA is an influential one, confirming that it is challenging, if not impossible, to assert jurisdiction over a foreign subsidiary under Article 4 of Brussels I. While the concept of ‘central administration’ for the purposes of Brussels I was clarified, the uncertainty of exercising jurisdiction over subsidiaries that share an element of common management and control with a parent company has not been fully resolved, however. The Court of Appeal’s decision raises at least two concerns about jurisdictional significance of the integrated nature of a TNC and its managerial organisation. The first one is related to the court’s great reliance on Everling’s definition of ‘central administration’ provided in the context of freedom of establishment in the common market under what is now Article 48 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU:

The central administration is located where the company’s organs take the decisions that are essential for the company’s operations. In this connection, only the organs of the company itself count; it is irrelevant whether the company depends upon the decisions of a parent company which has its domicile outside of the Community.

This definition was given in 1964 without any intention for it to be applied as a ‘one size fits all’ answer for all EU legislation that uses the phrase ‘central administration’ (including Brussels I). Since then the corporate and organisational structure of TNCs as the main vehicles of globalisation has changed significantly. Multinationals operating in the 21st century represent much more complex commercial arrangements functioning through
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a globally integrated network of affiliates. To what extent should this legal and business transformation of TNC impact the jurisdictional analysis? Is Everling’s interpretation of ‘central administration’, provided in a different economic reality, still accurate today? These considerations, however, were not addressed by the Court of Appeal.

A related concern arises with respect to the Court of Appeal’s decision to link the central administration of the company to the place where essential decisions for that company’s operation are adopted. The judgment was criticised for failure to identify the nature of ‘essential decisions’ for the company’s operations. In the view of the Court of Appeal, day-to-day operations of the company constitute its ‘essential decisions’. It must be kept in mind, however, that the parent company of a TNC may be involved in adopting decisions related to the budget, financing, and approval of key projects of the subsidiary. The importance of such decisions cannot be underestimated because they may have a decisive influence for the subsidiary’s existence and operations. Does financial control over the subsidiary’s operations, such as budgeting, business planning and investment decisions, constitute essential decisions? How should the parent company’s powers to appoint and retain control over directors and key personnel be classified? If the subsidiary adopts and follows parents’ policies and procedures, does it have impact on the subsidiary’s decision-making process and impact the location of the ‘essential decisions’? The Court of Appeal’s definition of ‘central administration’ fails to answer these questions unambiguously.

Establishing jurisdiction in the home state of a parent company in respect of harm caused by the direct conduct of its subsidiary in a host state is one of the greatest hurdles faced by foreign citizens. The Anglo American Group case law demonstrated that foreign subsidiaries are currently not at risk of being sued before the English courts under the rule of domicile of Brussels I. It has been suggested that home states should introduce a rebuttable presumption of control in determining the subsidiary’s ‘central administration’ in the parent company’s state of incorporation. Other commentators called for the home states to assert jurisdiction over claims against the overseas subsidiary of TNC on the basis of the forum necessitatis doctrine when no other effective forum guaranteeing a fair trial is available. Following Naït-Litman v Switzerland, however, this doctrine has an uncertain future.

In this case, the European Court of Human Rights considered that international law did not impose on Swiss authorities the obligation to exercise jurisdiction on the basis of forum necessitatis over a civil claim for compensation for the non-pecuniary damage arising from acts of torture allegedly inflicted on Mr. Naït-Liman in Tunisia. In the absence of legislative developments in this field, however, foreign claimants would experience difficulties in pursing in the English courts claims against overseas subsidiaries in the absence of an arguable claim against the English-domiciled parent company.

4. Tort Liability Claims: The way forward

Tort Liability Claims are considered to be an important regulator of TNCs’ environmental management, and the protection of human rights. This legal instrument has received a positive evaluation among academics, human rights lawyers and NGOs. The statements on the forward-looking consequences of Tort Liability Claims are justified to a certain extent, but it is also important to look at the overall impact of the increasing trend of litigating against TNCs in their home states.

It may be argued that the entire debate on international corporate accountability is undesirable, as it presents a serious threat to the undoubted benefits of transnational business activity. The prospect of facing private claims beyond the traditional understandings of territorial jurisdiction may affect the way in which decisions are made on the structuring of corporate operations. In 1998, the Lord Chancellor’s department, in a restricted consultation letter, argued that increasing litigation against TNCs in the English courts could influence their decision to move headquarters to a different jurisdiction. Special legislation to reverse the House of Lords’ ruling in Connelly v RTZ was even considered. The flipside of Tort Liability Claims is relocation of Western corporations from the host states, whose welfare inter alia depends on the presence of large corporate groups. When Mr. Connelly’s claim was being litigated in the English courts, the lawyers of the corporate defendant suggested that their client was considering shifting its investments from South Africa.

The lack of a single precedent on parent company liability considerably limits the possible advantages of Tort Liability Claims. To date, all cases have either fallen on procedural grounds or been settled after the jurisdiction of the home state court was upheld. The latter outcome may be indicative on its own because it demonstrates that corporations are only willing to negotiate a settlement once the first test (i.e. decision on the acceptance of jurisdiction) is resolved in the claimants’ favour. It is not in the interests of TNCs to continue to defend cases if this may have the far-reaching consequences of an ultimate judgment. The claimants’ lawyers, who often pursue litigation on the basis of contingency fees, are equally not interested in lengthy expensive litigation.

Some commentators have argued that the compensatory nature of Tort Liability Claims also raises questions as to their efficiency as a tool for regulating corporate responsibility. Most of the time, monetary redress is the primary reason for claimants bringing an action against a parent company. The subsequent consequences of Tort Liability Claims include media pressure on the companies to give greater consideration to the social impact of their operations, the implementation of policies on corporate social responsibility, and greater public attention to patterns of corporate behaviour in host states. At the same time, it is not yet obvious whether the indirect effects of litigation in home states truly result in the establishment of global standards of responsible corporate behaviour, or simply contribute to maintaining the positive public image of large multinationals. Claims differ on facts and are decided on a case-by-case basis. Tort Liability Claims do not attempt to create a universal standard of corporate accountability applicable irrespectively of the location of the claimants, or the management centre and operations base of the corporate group. It may be argued that Tort Liability Claims in which the argument is framed on the basis of a duty of care in England give insufficient regard to the lack of remedy in the host states. Indeed, tort litigation in the home state does not directly consider the subsidiary’s misconduct and what actions the host state may take to address this misconduct.

The role of Tort Liability Claims in managing corporate behaviour also depends on one’s view of the scope of domestic courts’ power to adjudicate disputes. The rules of jurisdiction play a significant, if not a decisive, role in the framework of Tort Liability Claims. Not only is the question of jurisdiction the first for the parties and the court to face, but the regulatory consequences of the court’s decision could be tremendous. Indeed, the national courts of the home states may be viewed as a means for granting foreign citizens access to justice. The decision of the court of the developed state to accept jurisdiction over a Tort Liability Claim could open the door for claimants to conduct proceedings with experienced jurists and the potential for significant damage awards. It may, at the same time, constitute an intervention in the internal affairs of another sovereign since the dispute still has a strong connection with the territory of the host
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state. The potential of national rules on jurisdiction to accept a regulatory function, however, is subject to solving various theoretical puzzles.

The rules of jurisdiction are one of the three issues resolved by private international law. Historically, the role of the discipline has primarily been to determine the jurisdiction and applicable law in civil cases with a foreign element without deciding the dispute itself. The conventional understanding of private international law is based on Savigny’s paradigm of value-neutralism. However, the impacts of globalisation require the law to respond to the new demands of economic growth. Reluctance of private international law to become involved in the regulation of cross-border economic activities has been challenged. Commentators have questioned the identity of the discipline and even such fundamentals as the private/public divide in international law. Attention has been also drawn to the inefficiency of private international law to address the issues of corporate accountability and ‘transnational liftoff of the private actors.

The shift from the value-neutralism paradigm to the regulatory role of the rules of private international law is limited by the absence of international consensus on the legal implications of the concept of TNC and of universally recognised standards of corporate behaviour. So far, the international effort on establishing public control over private operations of TNCs has been largely unsuccessful. The focus was on public international law but the dialogue between the sovereigns has only resulted in numerous soft-law initiatives criticised for their lack of enforcement. Analysis of Tort Liability Claims and patterns of corporate behaviour in the host states demonstrate that far-reaching jurisdictional conflicts are inevitable.

The problem of extraterritoriality and the complexity of issues arising out of Tort Liability Claims require a coordinated international response to the challenges of cross-border corporate activities. In the absence of a comprehensive international treaty on the issues of business and human rights, one of the possible solutions would be framing uniform jurisdictional rules for the Tort Liability Claims at the international level as a response to the existing regulatory vacuum, where the courts of the home state have limited or no authority to adjudicate the dispute arising from the activities of the overseas subsidiaries and the host state is unwilling or unable to address corporate abuses, driven by the socio-economic benefits of the foreign direct investment. It may be argued that private international law should not close the gap in group liability through unilateral transformation of judges into agents of justice by substituting the norms of public international law and substantive domestic law governing overseas operations of business actors. Rather, it may engage where appropriate and the uniform rules of jurisdiction are capable of balancing the regulatory impact of these jurisdictional rules with its potential to cause inter-state jurisdictional conflicts. Tort Liability Claims offer the discipline an opportunity to reconsider its role and contribute to the debate on international corporate responsibility.